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Abstract: In the case of live working in the distribution network, serious safety accidents will occur due to weak operation and
weak safety awareness. The live working methods and equipment that meet the requirements for personal safety and power
supply reliability need to be studied. In order to improve the safety of live working in distribution network, the working point
zero potential control principle is proposed, and a prototype of the zero potential live operation device for distribution network is
developed based on this principle. The principle and design of the charged working equipment based on the principle of zero
potential control are introduced. The prototype has the functions of data collection, data analysis, logic protection and
information transmission. When the selection and layout of the line conductors are different, the line parameters will also be
different. For different conductor selection and layout schemes, three schemes are designed to simulate separately. The system
model is established based on MATLAB, and the feasibility of the proposed method is verified by the working phase voltage
curve. Experiments and third-party inspections show that the device is reliable in operation, quick in response, easy to operate,
and can meet the zero potential control requirements of live working, which is of great significance to improve the safety of live
working in distribution network.
Keywords: Distribution Network, Voltage Control, Live Working, Operating Device, MATLAB

1. Introduction
Live working in distribution network is the most direct and
effective means to improve power supply reliability and
economic benefits [1]. It has been widely carried out in
countries all over the world. The live working in Japan has
gradually developed towards mechanization and automation,
and the mechanization of live working on distribution lines
will be fully realized [2-4]. The main technologies of live
working of distribution network in China include: insulation
protection technology, insulation tool technology, insulated
bucket arm car technology, live working method of by-pass,
mobile power supply operation method, etc. These

technologies ensure the safety performance of live operation
to a certain extent [5-6]. Although domestic and foreign
existing live work technology and tools have made some
achievements, there are still some safety risks and the scope
of application is limited [7-8]. Faulty operations and weak
safety consciousness lead to safety accidents from time to
time. Therefore, the theory and equipment of live working in
distribution network need further research and development
[9-12].
In this paper, the distribution network working device
based on the working point zero potential control method is
developed. By adjusting the grounding voltage of the live
working point, the work safety of the workers in the live
working of the distribution network is effectively improved.
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2. Distribution Network Working Point
Zero Potential Control Principle

operating point voltage at this time is U d , the neutral point
.

voltage is U N , the line unit impedance is z, the voltage drop

As shown in Figure 1, Suppose that live working should be
carried out in C phase line of distribution network. If the

.

between the power bus and the operating point is ∆U .

Figure 1. Working Point Zero Potential Control Principle Diagram.

For distribution lines of 35kV and below, due to the low
voltage level and small capacitance current, the concentrated
series impedance can be used as the equivalent impedance of
the line [13-14]. The impedance between the substation and
the operating point in Figure 1 can be obtained by
multiplying the unit impedance Z by the electrical distance l.

.

(1)

(2)

3. Design of Zero-potential Live Working
Device for Distribution Network

can be

.

∆ U = I C Zl
The KVL theorem for c-phase circuits is available:
.

.

.

.

U N =U d − EC + ∆U

The neutral point can be obtained by using the KCL
theorem:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I i = ( E A + U N )Y0 + ( E B + U N )Y0 + ( E C + U N − ∆ U )Y0 + U N YL (3)
.

Where, I i is the current injected into the neutral point by
the active inverter, Y0 is earth admittance when the power
grid is in normal operation, YL is ground admittance of arc
suppression coil.
Uɺ N can be expressed as:
.

.

UN

.

sequence voltage is U d , the potential at the corresponding
operation point is zero. Therefore, if and only if when the
zero-sequence current is injected, the amount of change in
the zero-sequence voltage is adjusted to the opposite of the
sum of the operating phase power supply voltage and the
operating phase line voltage drop, the operating point voltage
is guaranteed to be zero, creating for subsequent manual
safety operations. condition.

.

When the working phase current is I c , ∆Uɺ
obtained by Ohm's law:

.

at this time is 0 U d = 0 , that is, when the change of zero

3.1. Complete Device Structure
According to the zero potential control principle of the
distribution network operation point mentioned above, the
overall structure of the operation device is designed as shown
in Figure 2. The main circuit system of the zero point potential
control device researched and developed is divided into
passive part and active part. The passive part is mainly
capacitor group and harmonic elimination resistor. The active
part is composed of the following parts: three - phase bridge
type uncontrolled rectifier circuit, single-phase voltage
inverter, output filter, etc.
3.2. Device Hardware Design

.

I i + ∆ U Y0
=
3Y0 + YL

(4)

It can be known from equation (4) that the neutral point
.

voltage U N can be regulated when zero sequence current is
.

.

.

injected into the neutral point. When U N = − E C + ∆ U ,
according to equation (2), the voltage at the operation point

The digital control system of the device should adopt the
DSP+CPLD framework structure, with the necessary interface
circuit to realize the functions of data acquisition, data
processing, logic protection and data transmission. The main
control circuit mainly includes: DSP chip, CPLD chip, IGBT
drive circuit, signal conditioning circuit, power-down storage
circuit, protection circuit, rs-485 communication interface
circuit, zero-crossing detection circuit and touch screen, etc.
The hardware design structure is shown in figure 2.
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The device signal acquisition circuit performs real-time
sampling on the neutral point voltage of the system, the
voltage of each phase, and the output current/voltage of the
device. After the data is processed and analyzed by DSP, the
system state is determined to set the control target. The driving
circuit provides the IGBT driving pulse for the inverter, and
injects current to the neutral point of the distribution network
to realize the control of the zero-sequence voltage (working

phase voltage) of the distribution network; The device is
equipped with protective circuits that can send out signals and
latches in case of termination and device failure to avoid
affecting the normal operation of the system; through the
touch screen display system of the device, it can realize the
functions of monitoring the state quantity, modifying the
parameters, and displaying the running status of the device.

Figure 2. Structure diagram of zero potential control set for distribution network operation points.

4. Device Prototype Experiment and
Detection
Accurate calculation of the injection current is used to
achieve zero potential control at the operating point, and it is
required to accurately measure the insulation parameters of
the distribution network. Considering the influence of
damping resistance on the measurement of the grounding
parameters of the distribution network, a new method for
measuring the capacitance of the grounding system to the
ground is proposed, which can improve the accuracy of the
capacitance measurement of the distribution network to the
ground.
4.1. Device Prototype
Based on the overall structure of the device, a prototype of
the zero-potential live working device of the distribution
network was initially developed. The physical object is shown
in Figure 3. The prototype is mainly composed of a control
panel, a voltage source screen, and an injection transformer
body box.

Figure 3. The physical drawing of the prototype.

4.2. Prototype Experiment Method
1) Experimental environment: true laboratory of 10kV
distribution network
2) Operation mode: After the 400V power supply passes
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through the power distribution cabinet, voltage
regulating transformer and step-up transformer, the
three-phase voltage rises to about 9kV, and the three
distribution network lines are: 601, 602, 603, and the
capacitance capacity is about 17A.
3) Experimental method: The phase voltage was adjusted to
about 5 kV, and one point of the 603 line A phase was
simulated to carry out the live working, and two
experiments were performed.
4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis
The following two sets of experimental data were obtained
from two experiments, as shown in Table 1, Table 2:
Table 1. First set of test data.
Position
Bus
voltage
601 line
602 line
603 line
Job point

Parameter
Phase A (v)
Phase B (v)
Phase C (v)
Zero sequence (v)
Zero sequence current
Zero sequence current
Zero sequence current
Working point current

Valid value
before work
4902
4697
4673
158
0.08
0.16
0.32
0

Valid value
after work
170
8168
8289
4990
2.26
4.24
7.64
0.17

Position

Parameter

601 line
602 line
603 line
Job point

Phase C (v)
Zero sequence (v)
Zero sequence current
Zero sequence current
Zero sequence current
Working point current

158

Valid value
before work
4825
162
0.08
0.16
0.32
0

Valid value
after work
8430
6209
2.26
4.53
7.92
0.00

From the above data we can draw the following
conclusions:
1) The prototype of the zero-potential live working device
of the power grid can control the current of the working
point to mA level in many experiments, and the effect of
controlling the working phase voltage is obvious. The
prototype response time is about 110ms and below;
2) At the end of the operation: the prototype device of the
zero-potential live working device of the distribution
network will automatically exit after about 20s, the grid
then returned to normal without manual reset.
3) The prototype of zero potential live working device in
distribution network USES small signal to measure the
capacitance to ground of the system, which will not
affect the neutral point voltage limit and alarm.

5. Simulation Analysis
Table 2. The second set of test data.
Position

Parameter

Bus
voltage

Phase A (v)
Phase B (v)

Valid value
before work
5052
4848

Valid value
after work
170
8607

Using MATLAB to simulate the system shown in Figure 1,
the model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Simulation model diagram of zero point potential non-stop operation method.

When the selection and layout of the line conductors are
different, the line parameters are also different. Therefore,
according to different line conductor selection and layout
schemes, three schemes are designed to simulate separately.

Variable name
Line to ground resistance r0

value

5.1. Wire Parameter Scheme One

Line to ground capacitance c0

15.9 µ F

Line unit length resistance r1

0.0525Ω / km

When the wire is LGJQ-600 type, the three-phase wires are
horizontally arranged with a phase spacing of 0.8 m. The line
parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Line parameter table of scheme one.

Line unit length reactance x1
Line detuning υ

6000Ω

0.415Ω / km
-3%

When the current is not injected, since the three-phase line
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has the same structure and the power supply is symmetrical,
the entire system has no zero-sequence voltage zero-sequence
current.

Assuming that the live working point is 3km away from the
substation, the voltage waveforms of the A, B, C and neutral
points are shown in Figure 5 after the current is injected.

Figure 5. Voltage waveform of scheme 1.

It can be seen from 5 that the current is injected at 1 s, and
the voltage of the C phase becomes zero in a short time,
which can ensure the safety of the live working personnel. At
the same time, the non-working phase voltage rises to the
line voltage. Since the line voltage remains symmetrical, the
transmission of electrical energy is guaranteed to be
unaffected by the operation. In this simulation scenario, the
voltage change of each phase is consistent with the
small-resistance ground fault of phase C. Due to the
distribution network equipped with arc suppression coils, it
is possible to operate with faults for two hours after a
single-phase earth fault has occurred, which has been taken
into account when selecting the insulator. Therefore, after the
operating phase electrical position is zero, the non-working
phase line insulator can withstand the voltage.
In Figure 1, for the C phase, the injection current does not
change when the line exit point flows through the D point. The
voltage amplitude of the ground voltage when the exit point of

the operation line is 0.5km, 1km, 1.5km, 2km, and 2.5km,
respectively, is as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The voltage distribution from the exit of the line to the operating
point is in Scheme one.
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5.2. Wire Parameter Scheme Two
Table 4. Line parameter table of scheme two.
Variable name
Line to ground resistance r0

value

Line to ground capacitance c0

15.9 µ F

Line unit length resistance r1

0.0525Ω / km

Line unit length reactance x1
Line detuning υ

6000Ω

0.321Ω / km
-3%
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When the line is a split conductor consisting of two
LGJQ-300 types, the splitting pitch is 40mm, and the line
parameters are shown in Table 4.
Comparing the line unit length reactance data in Table 1 and
Table 2, when the ordinary wire becomes a split wire, the line
reactance value is reduced due to the increase of the equivalent
radius of the split wire. In this scheme, the working phase is
phase B. At 1s, the current is injected into the neutral point
through the active inverter, and the voltage waveforms of the
A, B, and C phases and the neutral point voltage are as shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Voltage waveform of scheme two.

The voltage amplitude of the ground voltage when the exit
point of the operation line is 0.5km, 1km, 1.5km, 2km, and
2.5km, respectively, is as shown in Figure 8.
5.3. Wire Parameter Scheme Three
Table 5. Line parameter table of scheme three.

Figure 8. The voltage distribution from the exit of the line to the operating
point is in Scheme two.

Variable name
Line to ground resistance r0

value

Line to ground capacitance c0

15.9 µ F

Line unit length resistance r1

0.0525Ω / km

Line unit length reactance x1
Line detuning υ

-3%

6000Ω

0.279Ω / km

When the line consists of two compact LGJQ-300 split
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conductors, the splitting pitch is 40mm, the phase conductors
are arranged in equilateral triangles, and the phase-to-phase
distance is 0.52m. The line parameters are shown in Table 5.
The phase of the selected operation phase is A phase, and

the time for injecting current is still selected as 1s. The voltage
waveforms of phase A, B, and C and the waveform of the
neutral point voltage are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Voltage waveform of scheme three.

The voltage amplitude of the ground voltage when the exit
point of the operation line is 0.5km, 1km, 1.5km, 2km, and
2.5km, respectively, is as shown in Figure 10.

arranged, and the scheme three demonstrates the
effectiveness of the scheme for the step-down when the
three-phase line is in the delta connection.

6. Conclusion

Figure 10. The voltage distribution from the exit of the line to the operating
point is in Scheme two.

In summary, Scheme one and Scheme two illustrate the
effectiveness of the step-down of the scheme when the
three-phase line is horizontally arranged or vertically

The zero potential control principle of distribution network
is put forward, which realizes the flexible control of the
voltage from the electrified operation point to the earth, and
provides an effective method to make the electric position at
the operation point zero.
A prototype of live operation device based on zero
potential control principle is developed. The test of the
experiment and the third-party mechanism showed that the
device has a fast compensation speed, and the
pre-commissioned arc-extinguishing coil realizes no delay
compensation for the operating point voltage, and the delay is
ms level; When working in a live operation, the
zero-sequence voltage flexible control technology can
flexibly adjust the three-phase ground voltages to improve
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the reliability of power supply.
With the increasing importance of the live working of the
distribution network, the device reduces the difficulty of live
working in the distribution network and improves the safety
of the operation. It is of great significance for actual
production and can be effectively promoted.
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